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This calendar is a comprehensive research tool and finding aid, listing for the first time in one volume thousands of documents exchanged between the Jesuit Curia and superiors of the Jesuit Irish missions between 1566 and 1752, now preserved in Rome and Dublin. The detailed summaries of these documents provide a window onto life in Ireland and onto Irish connections with the continent in the dramatic religious and political environments of early-modern Europe.

° More than 2,600 calendared documents, preserved in Rome and Dublin and presented together for the first time
° Materials cover all matters concerning the Irish mission over almost two centuries, so the reader can grasp the shape of the missions and their relationship to the wider Irish and European situation
° Correspondence gives news of particular ministries and administrative matters, persecutions and the dangers of communication, and shifting alliances at times of war
° Provides invaluable insights into life in Ireland for researchers of early-modern Irish and religious history

To order a copy, please write to: arsi-seg@sjcuria.org
For the complete current Catalogue of IHSI publications, go to: http://www.sjweb.info/arsi/documents/Publications_Catalog.pdf